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Social Reproduction Theory
“Those on top stay on top”
● System plays role in keeping
diﬀerences in social classes & other
groups
● Society reproduces social class
inequity
● The type of education someone
receives impacts the rest of their life
○ Higher Education, Employment,
Income, Criminality rates

Hypothesis:
The U.S finance system plays a role in
reproducing social class inequities by
disproportionately funding districts serving
a higher percentage of low income
students which impacts opportunities they
have both during and after formal
education
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2. Statistics **₁
Score variation among high/low ELL &
high/low poverty districts

Abstract
This poster explores the Social Reproduction Theory and
connects it to the experiences of English Language
Learners (ELL). The research looks into the inequity of
resources and opportunities that ELL students receive
and how it impacts the rest of their life.
Methods: Through interviews with ELL District
Coordinators and ELL Alumni, the quality of education for
ELL students will be assessed. Information from
scholarly articles, charts and course content will be used
to further the findings and conclusions in the research.

1. Funding Disparity & Consequences
● High ELL/Poverty districts receive 27% less funding
● Impacts performance & achievement gap**₁
○ High ELL/Poverty score lower than all schools
○ Low ELL/Poverty outperform all other schools
● 10% increase in funds improves likelihood of success
○ Increase probability of HS graduation by 11.6%
○ Higher adult income by 12.3%
● As population of low-income students rise, funds
decrease
○ Lower staff salaries and less trained ESL teachers
○ Limited resources, eg. tutors, books, laptops, clubs

3. Interviews

Middle Class School,
Working Class School,
ESL Coordinator (‘20)
ELL Alumna (‘90)
● Free extended day
● Language Barriers created
programs
obstacles
- Tutoring, extra
- unable to attend extra
curriculars, field trips
curriculars & sports
- English Learner Parent
- Parents were unaware of
Advisory Council
conferences
● Increased funding with
● Inadequate funding
rise of ELL
○ 1 ESL teacher for all
○ 9 ELL teachers
students
PreK-12, 4 more hiring
■ Less individualized time
○ Rigorous Curriculum
■ Expected to translate work
■ Math Books & Vocab
on their own and not given
support
extended time on tests
■ Teacher training often
○ Outdated resources
■ College prep
○ Class only with ESL
● Teacher Translator for
Students
homework
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Common Inequities
● Not enough appropriately ESL
trained teachers
- One on one time limited
● Inadequate facilities
● Intense segregation associated
to high risk for educational failure
● Access to appropriate measures
of assessment
● Unable to receive college prep
programs/extra curricular

Findings & Conclusions
ELLs tend to go to schools
with less funding, Why?
State school finance systems
intensify inequities by under
-funding higher-need districts,
which tend to have large minority
populations. The students are not
at fault for their under-resourced
schools, but instead, the system
in charge of distributing funds to
them. In general, these schools
have lower academic success,
graduation rates, and adult
incomes due to a lack of
resources given to these
students starting as early as
kindergarten. All while, districts
with students from wealthier
backgrounds get funding
advantages, and in turn, the rich
get richer and those on top stay
on top. The lack of social mobility
reproduces the same outcomes
for generations to come who fall
victim to the inequities of the
current system.

Future Studies
Should assess the differences of
outcomes in life between such
students of low and high funded
schools through longitudinal
study
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